Manage waste smarter

Sensoneo has been listed among top 15 Slovak scale-ups
Bratislava, 20th of December, 2017

Sensoneo, a leading provider of smart enterprise-grade waste
management solutions, has been included in the list of top 15 Slovak
scale-ups according to the Challengers report 2017.
Neulogy, leading company specialized in knowledge and technology transfer in the central European
region together with EIT Digital, leading European digital and entrepreneurial education organization
driving Europe’s digital transformation, and SAPIE (Slovak Alliance for Innovation Economy), largest
innovative alliance in Slovakia and a leading forum for debate on digital economy and innovation in
Slovakia joined their forces to create Report on Slovakia’s top scale-ups and its growing innovation
ecosystem.
Challenger report 2017 provides with overview of selected 15 Slovak companies that quickly managed to
scale up internationally and explains the factors behind their growth. First part of the report presents the
definitions, methodology and selection criteria used:
-

company with Slovak founder
well-establish and tested business model
annual revenue of at least 150,000 €
business model that is easy-to-scale to other countries
innovative products and services that challenge the way things are done
company of 10+ people.

Second part provides with details on specific companies – business descriptions, industries they operate
in, business models, key markets, number of employees etc. The report is supplemented with insights,
opinions and remarks from key professionals from the Slovak innovation scene and start-up ecosystem,
founders of successful Slovak companies and CEOs of reputable international companies.
„We are very proud to see Sensoneo on the list of top 15 Slovak scale up companies. It is definitely a proof
that our business model has been set well and our solution brings revolutionary benefits to customers.
We will keep on transformation of waste management into smart waste management and I hope that our
customers and partners will enjoy it,“ explained Lubos Tuma, CEO at Sensoneo, j.s.a.
Full Challenger report 2017 can be found here: https://bit.ly/2jH7Le4.
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Sensoneo is a global enterprise-grade smart waste management solution provider that enables cities and
businesses to manage their waste cost-efficiently, be more environmentally responsible and improve the wellbeing of people.
Through its unique smart waste management technology, Sensoneo is redefining the way waste is managed. The
solution combines unique ultrasonic Smart Sensors (Single, Double, Quatro and patent-pending Micro-sensors) that
monitor waste real-time with sophisticated software (Smart Analytics, Smart Route Planning and Smart Waste
Management System) providing cities and businesses with data-driven decision making, and optimization of waste
collection routes, frequencies and vehicle load. This results in overall waste collection cost reduction of at least 30%
and carbon emission reduction up to 60% in cities.
Sensoneo smart waste management has attracted cities and business around the world and the solution is installed
in numerous locations across Europe, North America, South America, Middle East, Australia and New Zealand. For
more information about how Sensoneo can help you manage your waste smarter, please visit www.sensoneo.com.

